This is an overview of the mapped prime wetlands. The required spatial mapping accuracy is +/- 100 feet, but may be at +/- 50 feet or more in some areas. The data is based on the 2005 orthotized air photos by Sanborn. The data on the map is comparable to land parcel data. A site specific detailed mapping is required before development for areas within the vicinity of these mapped wetlands.

**Prime Wetland Complexes**

- Dodge Ponds Complex, 73.5 acres
- Grapevine Run Complex, 40.7 acres
- Grapevine Run Headwaters, 113 acres
- Hampton Falls River Complex, 40.5 acres
- Hampton Falls Salt Marsh
- Taylor River Complex (Central), 244.9 acres
- Taylor River Complex (West), 221.4 acres
- Taylor River Headwaters Complex, 141.5 acres
- The Cove Complex, 186.9 acres
- Winkley Brook Complex, 206.4 acres

The data on this map is provided for general reference purposes. It should not be used for development decisions. Site specific detailed mapping is required before development for areas within the vicinity of these mapped wetlands.
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